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International Trade, in terms of volumes and export value has increased exponentially during the last four 

decades. Globalization with lower trade barriers, supported by multilateral trade agreements have helped fuel 

this growth. Banks including NBFC`s have been extending help to exporters and importers worldwide. These 

institutions have helped manage the default and exchange risks. This case study focuses on importance of 

having proper loan, credit monitoring and risk management policies with proper implementation, process 

improvements, while increasing business in international trade finance. An element of ethical and professional 

leadership can also be appreciated. 
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1. Introduction 
In international trade an importer pays for goods before receiving them risks that the exporter will not ship them. 

There is further risk to the importer that goods shipped do not conform to agreed-upon terms or that 

documentary flaws delay delivery of goods. Likewise, an exporter that ships goods before receiving payment is 

at risk. While some exporters may decide to accept that risk by relying on past relationships or credit 

assessments performed internally or by rating firms, others are uncomfortable absorbing that risk directly. Banks 

offer products that help the importers and exporters manage the risks , including credit, country , foreign 

exchange, interest rate, and documentary risks. Traditional trade products such as documentary letters of credit, 

banker’s acceptances, and standby letters of credit provide for the transfer of risk from the importer and exporter 

to the bank, for a fee. While these products remain central to the trade business of banks, the scope of trade 

offerings, especially at global banks, is broadening. 

The meltdown of 1996 -1997 in South East Asia had slowed down business of Dost Bank Limited (DBL 

Bank).Its USP was International trade finance. Butgood number of DBL`s customers were exporting their goods 

to knownhigh risk countries like Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya etc. reflecting a high level of Credit risk . Other 

threats included Exchange risk, limited Capital, and resources raised / deposits raised from HNIs at high rates 

and utilizing the Credit line of Indra Overland Bank (IOB) based in Mumbai. 

MR RB, the new CEO DBL Bank, after taking charge of the bank, started attending to pending issues with the 

help of his colleagues. He had long discussions with local staff which many times ended in raised tempers with 

staff being divided between locals and outsiders. After 3 months the staff realized that RB meant business and if 

they did not co-operate DBL would be in for a tough times in view of worsening economic conditions. 

Otherwise they found him to be systematic, methodical and willing to teach them to do better. Locals started 

depending upon RB for all their knowledge related banking problems. RB had started winning their confidence 

and the working environment started becoming easy and jovial.One of the lady employees turned to be a great 

supporter of RB in the long rumand would be willing to do extra work many times without over time and defend 

RB’s actions in the staff meetings openly.  

Mr. RB followed a strategically planned way of improving business, growth and stability with reduced 

dependence on high cost resources. His focus was on putting in place differentpolicies, improveprocedures, 

compliance and controls. This case study represents step by step how Mr. R B has brought about the 

transformation. It also raises the questions for readers: “What do you think that Mr. RB would have done? 

 

2. Case Presentation 
Good number of DBLs customers were sourcingtheir supplies from mainland China and exporting tocountries 

likeNigeria, Uganda, Kenya, South Africa, Somalia, Liberia, Cango, Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, Ethiopia, 

Angola, Ghana, Bostwana, Gabon, Mozambigue, Zambia, Namibia, Ivory Coast, Rwanda, Niger, Burundi, 

Liberia, Somalia, Lesentho, Seychelles and some times to U.K., U.S.A, and Europe . Most countries would fall 

under High Risk countries under the present day KYC and AML Act. The exports comprised of Textiles goods, 

Electronics, Shoes, Toys and Gift items etc. Majority clients belonged to a particular Community of Indian 

Origin.DBL’s business was conducted more like a family business, although there was a Board of Directors, 

which included 2 representatives from the family and one British national who was a partner in a known British 

Law firm. The entire management was in the hands of 2 India based officers including the CEO. Market 
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Intelligence mostly from other clients of DBL and the Credit worthiness of the applicant by the MD were the 

principle sources of Credit check. Sometimes Credit reports could be sourced from local banks. Final Credit 

decisions were taken with inputs from the 2 Directors who owned DBL. Assessment of Credit Riskwas more of 

a personal back ground check in absence of any formal policy in DBL, akin to practices followed in pre – 

nationalization banking in India. Sometimes the business decisions were taken based on personal relationships 

enjoyed by the customer with the owners rather than on merits .Practices like 100 % finance against Bills was a 

routine rather than an exception. The resources of DBL comprised of Capital and Credit lines of IOB. IOB was 

obliged to extend a Credit line as part of their agreement to manage its affairs. DBL was able to manage its 

Liabilities mostly from Capital, deposits raised from HNIs at high ratesand utilizing the Credit line of IOB. Cash 

margins taken for opening the LCs used to get adjusted when bills received under LCs would be retired. In brief 

there were limitations for getting good business due to high pricing, which in turn was DBLs inability to raise 

cheaper resources. This sometimes led to undertaking High Risk transactions, and at times it helped improve 

DBLs bottom lines. 

 

3. Exchange Risk Fluctuation & Worsening Economic Conditions 
DBL’s bottom line was further threatened by Exchange risk. The exchange rate between IDR and USD was 

2600 IDR = 1USD in July, 1997, it had crashed to 16000 IDR = 1USD in February, 1998 before climbing up a 

little to 12000 IDR = 1USD in May 1998. Between May 1998 to June 1999 it ranged between 14000 IDR = 

1USD and IDR 15000 =1USD and from July 1999 to September, 2000 IDR 15000 = 1 USD and 14000 IDR. 

Since 2000 IDR has been trading between IDR 8000-10000 and- USD. RB took charge in first quarter of 1997. 

He was briefed by the outgoing CEO, DBL.s Board and Bank Indonesia, Central Bank of Indonesia & Regulator 

about the background and history of Dost Bank Limited. He felt that the Credit –Profile of Dost Bank Limited 

would need more monitoring in absence of not many Policies, Procedures and Controls in place. The Regulators 

had also commented on this in their last Inspection report. The outgoing CEO had started working on such 

weaknesses as brought out by the Central Bank of Indonesia, but he had to move out before the task could be 

completed, having completed his tenure . 

RB was assisted by another officer Saresh Kumar Sharma (SKS) from IOB and other 5 local staff. In all they 

were 9 including a maid and a messenger. RB started attending to pending issues with the help of his colleagues, 

had long discussions with local staff which many times ended in raised tempers with staff being divide between 

locals and outsiders. After 3 months staff realized that RB meant business and if they did not co-operate DBL 

would be in for a tough times in view of worsening economic conditions.  

As mentioned earlier , gradually the things started looking up in the office with more and more customers 

started falling in line on matters of Credit discipline. RB’s initiatives and efforts in putting the things under 

control started getting results in terms of increased healthy business and rising profits. Write backs on some of 

the accounts (thanks to the prudence of the previous CEO) added to one time profits of DBL.The Y2K issue was 

also deftly handled by RB with the help of an Indian engineer and DBL’s team.With improvements in working 

results the stocks of DBL started rising in the eyes of DBL’s board, IOB and the local Regulators. After 3 years 

of hard labour by the DBL team the Regulators were pleased to improve DBL’s CAMEL rating from 3 to 2 out 

of 5(1 being the best) on the basis of their inspection just before RB returned to India in second half of year 

2000. This was the best CAMEL rating for DBL since inception.RB’s work was appreciated by the Regulators, 

DBL’s Board and the International department of IOB. 

      

4. Early Warning Signals & Non Compliance 
 Rajdhani Textiles PLC, Jakarta was an exporter of textiles. Their annual turnover was around 2 to 3 million 

USD and the Trade Bills were drawn on DA basis – tenor 120-180 days. Dost Bank Limited was their Principal 

Bankers. In March 99 RB observed that Bills were purchased at periodical Intervals in the A/c under DA 180 

day’s facility limit of USD 80,000 but not many payments were coming in. Early Warning Signals like the 

customer’s non committal responses , non-submission of financial statements since 1996-97, Status Reports on 

drawees not beingobtained / received for last almost 18 months, no concept of Exposure limits on Country and 

no Cap/Exposure limit per Drawee. Telephone calls were not being returned and DBL seemed to have lost the 

connect with Rajdhani Textiles. 

Looking further into records he found that 5 Bills, were drawn on one R. Nathani & Company Main Kampala 

Road, Uganda amount ranging between USD 7000 to USD 25000.He advised SKS, his colleague from IOB to 

write to StandardAfricaBank Limited, Kampala to return the oldest Bill to Dost Bank Limited and also write to 

Shipping Company to return the goods at DBL’s costs. The Bill amount was USD 7000. After 3 weeksDBL got 

following response from StandardAfrica BankLimited  

1. All the 5 DABills on R. Nathani & Co. were unaccepted till the time of writing the response, 

2. The Bills were for USD 7000, 9500, 12000, 20000 and 25000 respectively  

3. Bills were on 180 days DA Basis 
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4. Drawee was not responding to their letters/ phones , for presentation and acceptance of bills  

5. They had advised the Shipping Company to return the goods Covered by all 5 bills since they were 

incurring heavy damarge/ warehouse charges. Standard Africa Bank Ltd.opined that they wereinclined to 

believe that goods might have been released without Bill of Lading as documents including the 2/3 Bills of 

Ladings for each bill were held by them while 1/3 was with DBLRB asked for more details within Dost 

Bank Limited and got following information 

1. A/c was overdue for Review for want of Financial Statements since 1996 ,  

2. Same Shipping Company was used to handle the cargo for all the Bills.  

3. Total outstanding in the FBP (DA) A/c was 78,500 USD  

4. It formed a big chunk of Dost Banks Limited Trade Finance Business. In absence of any Policy guidelines 

there were no Per Drawee limit, Credit line from IOB was extended and had continued to be fully 

utilized. The owners also seemed to be worried now. 

RB promptly engaged services of a British law firm in Uganda, got a legal notice served on the shipping 

company to return the goods under all the 5 Bills. After 4 weeks the Shipping Company-responded thru their 

lawyers that cargo under oldest 2 Bills had been released as per the directions of the Drawers and payment seem 

to have been made directly to Rajdhani Textiles. Eight containers which contained goods for the balance 3 Bills 

were found to be stuffed with cut pieces of cloth/ tailoring wastes andall otherkinds of textile waste, and 

consignmentswereof no value. This was notified to the exporter who in turn had informed that he had received 

the payment in Advance and will inform DBL. Since the exporter was not traceable in Indonesia now Dost Bank 

Limited could not ascertain the factual position. The shipping company seems to have compromised in its legal 

Contractual obligations to the Exporter, DBL the exporter’sfinancing Bank and the Collecting Bank. DBL 

decided to take them to the court and recover the amount of 5 bills. The shipping company was an International 

one.  

 

5. Financial & Reputation Loss & Filing of Legal Suit 
Dost Bank seemed to be now sitting on a potential loss of USD 78,500 plus unpaid Interest and Charges. It was 

then decided to file a suit for USD 78500 thru the correspondent of Indonesian British law firm in Uganda.The 

British Law firm billed Dost Bank Limited 1000 USD for notice alone. Notice was issued on the basis of 3
rd

 Set 

of B/L provided by Dost Bank Limited, which were sent to them with copies of all other documents for filing 

the suit.  

With passing days more facts came to the knowledge of RB 

1.  Rajdhani Textiles PLC Jakarta was a trader in textile. It was a Proprietorship firm and had been in business 

for over 10 years. Like others they had suffered badly during the meltdown.  

2. All the bills/ Invoices were for textiles but apparently weight mentioned in the Invoices & packing list 

seemed to be more, going by past billings.  

3. All Bills were found to be of round amounts. 

4. Bank had asked for status Report on Uganda buyers but bills were purchased by SKS Manager, at times 

before receipt of status reports. The Purchase Memos were approved by RB with few directions for 

Compliance which seemed to have been over looked while purchasing the Bills. .  

5. Having realized that Recovery may be difficult suit was filed in Uganda by DBL based on documents 

including one third Bills of lading. It was decided to file suit for a recovery of USD 45000, value of last 2 

Bills in view of other weakness as advised by the lawyers.  

6. On closer scrutiny it would seem that there was “Kite Flying” of a different kind i.e. every successive Bill 

was for a higher amount – starting from USD 7000 going up to USD 25000 and a possibility of bigger 

amount would have followed if one or two payments were received from Uganda.  

7. After 6 months the Recovery suit of Dost Bank Limited had come up for hearing on a Friday in December 

1999.  

On the Monday following the above Friday, RB had come in early and was going thru the file of law suit. . He 

found that while sending the 1/3
rd

 set of Bills of Lading of the concerned bills to the lawyers in Uganda, 

i.e.B/L’s pertaining to the last 2 Bills, for USD 20,000 and 25000 which were required; DBL had sent BLs of 

the first 2 Bills i.e. for USD 7000 and USD 9500. The entire correspondence, photocopy of documents and 

courier etc. was forwarded under his signatures although the matter was handled by SKS and a local employee. 

There were apparent inconsistencies and mismatches between documents required and documents sent to 

Uganda. It seemed apparent that there were good chances of DBL loosing the casefor want of poor documentary 

support in the court and the fact that case was not presented with correct and related documents.  

In other words there were serious discrepancies and the case would have fallen flat in the first hearing itself 

which would be disastrous for DBL. It would mean financial and reputational loss for DBL and IOB. IOB Board 

was closely following up the matter. The entire correspondence has been done with full knowledge and 

permission of IOB Board, a reputed British firm based in Jakarta. . Chances of recovery from the shipping 

company with this revelation appeared to be next to nil..?It would have otherwise been possible as the shipping 
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company had defaulted in their obligations under the Contract Act and other laws. RB was expecting a report 

from Uganda any moment which was to be forwarded to the Boards of DBL & IOB as the board meetings were 

coming up in both the Institutions during the week. It seemed imminent that DBL would be loosing the case due 

to lack of evidence assuming that the judgmentwas to be announced on that Monday. In view of likely loss and 

matter coming up in the respective Boards RB was in dilemma on following issues  

1. When to report about the goof up, i.e. before receipt of some information / the copy of the judgment OR 

immediately before receipt of any information from Uganda? 

2. While reporting the matter whom should he hold accountable for likely loss, SKS, another employee, 

himself or all? Please remember the entire correspondence happened under his signatures? 

 

What do think RB would have done????   

  

2. Learning Out Come from the Case  

 All employees must be regularly updated on the Ethics and Good Governance policy of the Institution, with 

inputs on Do’s and Don’t’s as part of Preventive Vigilance in Credit matters , 

 Every Finance Company / Bank irrespective of its size,must have Board approved Loan Policy and policies 

on Risk management,Credit risk, Exchange Risk,Compliance and Credit monitoring,  

 All systems and procedures should have checks and balances , and these must be updated from time to time,  

 Financial Institutions including small NBFC’sshould not depend on high cost resources , pushing them to 

taking higher risks at times 

 Regulators should keep an eye on all types of companies including those doing shadow banking, 

 NBFCs need to have their own regular and effective audit/ inspection oftheirdepartments by an Independent 

Auditor  

 Regular follow up with Customers for supply of financial data etc. Collectingbankfor Bills Purchased with 

OR without documents of title to goods and whetheragainst payment or acceptance. 

 Exposure limits on the country and cap / exposure limit per drawer must be prescribed andadhered to 

minimize the risk. 

 Prompt action against all concerned including the Shipping Company  

 Though in Trade finance Banks/ NBFCsdoes not deal in goods and services and it always deal in 

documents butit would be better that the dealing staff is trained and sensitized towards their responsibility 

of closer scrutiny of documents. Also as part of Fraud prevention staff be educated with modus operandi of 

trade finance related frauds, 

 A good committed leadercan lead from the front and will be successful in challenging times . Only such 

leaders can bring in the Change, Knowledge is the key to success.  

 

6. Conclusion  
International banking and trade finance are specialized banking functions which require a thorough knowledge 

of various procedures ,laws of both the countries where the exporter and importer resides , foreign exchange 

laws , foreign trade policies , foreign dealers association rules and regulations. In addition it require to know the 

economic cultures of the countries , negative lists of countries released by the respective Central Banks of the 

country, List of Defaulters including Exporters – Importers.  

Well trained OFFICERS with a commitment for REAL Compliance, (when the employees and the Institutions 

work for the well being of each other and the society at large) should be posted to work in Credit Departments. . 

In the above case the moral of the case is that CEO of Dost bank Limited, with his sustainedeffortswas able to 

improve the operational efficiency of DBL under all parameters , earned the appreciation and accolades for his 

team from the Regulators, DBL Board and the management of IOB in terms of high CAMEL rating , but 

because of then prevalent weak appraisal Credit culture, absence of important polices, and then obtaining 

irregularities in trade finance business of Dost bank, he could not have saved the bank from the financial loss 

and may be some reputational loss . We believe DBL would have continued to work on the policies and 

procedures, checks and balances as introduced by RB and would be a big profitable bank now!!! 

 

Disclaimer Clause: Case is based on experience of the author in matters of Credit & Risk Management. 

Any similarity / resemblance in names & contents are purely coincidental. The case study is to be used for 

academic purposes only. 


